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Congratulations on the inaugural issue of Journal of Health Care and Research in the Asploro publishing group. In the fields of health and medical care across the world, there have been various clinical practices and research for long time. This journal would be expected to play an important role in further development in the future.

Concerning the fundamental philosophy of medicine, there were some important quotes. The words of Ambroise Paré (1510 ~ 1590) have been well-known, which is “To cure sometimes. To relieve often. To comfort always” [1]. Furthermore, Sir William Osler (1849-1919), a Professor of Medicine at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, had said many significant comments [2,3]. Among them, the following are known: “Listen to your patient; he is telling you the diagnosis”, and “Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability”.

Detail achievement and history of Dr. Osler was investigated by a prominent Japanese physician, Dr. Hinohara Shigeaki, who lived up to 105 years [4]. He had been respected by people for his great contribution to medical society in Japan for long. Dr. Hinohara had developed medicine and taught many doctors and medical staff about “Medicine is an art based on science” [5].

For medicine, there are two aspects of science vs art. The differences are observed between them, such as physical vs mental, body vs soul, disease vs patient, it vs you, general vs private, cure vs care, effect vs skill, rule vs disparity, evidence-based vs narrative-based, length of life vs quality of life, and so on. These factors showed transition or fusion for a long history [5]. From scientific point of view, we collect a variety of information. After that, it is essential to evaluate how to use and integrate much data from the art of implication.

Dr. Hinohara had changed medical history by teaching a variety of people associated with his own fundamental philosophy of Hinohara-ism [6]. Formerly, he introduced primary care medicine and problem-oriented system (POS) from the United
States and showed the future direction of medicine and nursing for doctors and medical staffs as patient-oriented medicine. In addition, he developed the general concept of self-care such as self-blood pressure measurement with their own health management [7]. Subsequently, in the late 1970s, he advocated lifestyle-related diseases. More than 10 years later, the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare decided to use lifestyle-related diseases as the recognition of increasing importance of non-communicable disease (NCD).

Furthermore, Hinohara established the New Elderly Association (NEA) in 2000 [8]. This is a social movement aimed at the fulfilling mental, physical health of the elderly living in the 21st century. The purpose of the philosophy of NEA is as follows [9]. There is one mission, which is to transmit the importance of peace and love to children. There are three themes, including love, to initiate and to endure.

There are five goals [8], which are i) to acquire a favorable lifestyle, ii) to maintain an active role in society and close friendships regardless of gender, race, or generation, iii) to maintain hope and faith, cultivate the strength and power to endure any difficulty that one might encounter, maintain and indomitable spirit which should encompass a deep sympathy for others in difficult situations, and extend comfort to people who have lost hope in life, iv) to provide loving care for others and feel gratitude for daily life, v) to be aware that it is never too late to initiate or create something, regardless of age [10].

NEA has developed Smart Senior Association (SSA), in which members can continue mutual communication freely using facebook [5]. Dr. Hinohara started using facebook at the age of 100. The activity of SSA has been evaluated to be superb, and then become an official partnership association by Facebook [11]. Consequently, SSA has recognized an exemplary organization that will be a model for senior communication society in Japan and also in the world for 21 century.

From the research point of view, NEA has continued various researches in the anti-aging perspective. They include hypertension, exercise, health promotion, and others [12,13]. Further, a prospective 5-year cohort study of lifestyle of the elderly was performed by 407 NEA members [13, 14]. As a result, there was evidence to predict frailty in the elderly [15-17].

As long history worldwide indicates supreme physician is versed in not only medicine but also music and cultural activities. Dr. Hinohara was also proficient musician, composer, and entertainer. He composed music of nocturne, and also wrote down the scenario of musical stage for children. The original book was the Fall of Freddie the leaf: a story of life for all ages by Buscaglia [18]. The musical stage was performed in Carnegie Hall in New York. Such performance and presentation had given lots of people dream and satisfactory lives with ideal heart for mutual friendship and peace.

In the fields of music, culture, literature, and art, Dr. Hinohara has also introduced music therapy into Japan and was given the Order of Culture [19]. He developed this to Japan Biomusic Association (JBA) and Japan Music Therapy Association (JMTA) for several decades. Then, he has been called the Father of Music Therapy in Japan. The author has become the chairman of annual assembly of JBA and JMTA and developed music therapy in Japan with Dr. Hinohara. Nowadays, many registered music therapists (rMTs) have taken care of the elderly and patients with dementia, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), psychiatric diseases, some disabilities, and others.

The essence of Hinohara-ism would be related to the concept of primary care (PC) medicine. PC and family medicine (FM) have been advocated and developed since the 1960s in United States. Concerning the characteristics of PC, ACCCC proposed by Saultz is known, including Access to care, Comprehensive care, Coordination of care, Continuity of care, Contextual care [20]. As PC medicine has developed for half-century in Japan, the author became the chairman of the annual congress of Japan Primary Care Association (JPCA) in 2017 with 4500 attendance [21]. There was a congratulatory address
by Hinohara on the first page of the program, in which he was satisfied with the current status of PC in Japan. It was his last official message at the age of 105, who was respected as the Father of primary care medicine in Japan.

In summary, Sir William Osler and Dr. Shigeaki Hinohara have contributed much to the development of medical and health care. We have to recognize them and endeavor further happiness of patients with various health problems in the light of Hinohara-ism.
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